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Abstract—Image super-resolution is the task of obtaining a
high-resolution (HR) image of a scene given low-resolution (LR)
image(s) of the scene. In this project, we have focused on the task
of super-resolution given a single LR image, which is usually the
case. There exist many techniques in literature addressing this
task, and we have considered two techniques having the essence
of [1] and [2]. In first approach, HR patches are constructed
using a sparse representation of the corresponding LR patch
in a compact dictionary [1]. In the other approach, we exploit
the repetition of local visual content within and across different
scales of the given LR image[2].

I. I NTRODUCTION

Obtaining a high-resolution (HR) image from single or mul-
tiple low-resolution (LR) images, known as “super-resolution”
has been a classic problem. High resolution means high pixel
density, also refered to as high-definition (HD). An HR image
brings out details that would be blocked out in an LR image.
More pixels in the same area implies a higher sampling
frequency thereby offering more details. Due to the tremen-
dous progress in sensor and chip manufacturing techniques,
we can now obtain high resolution images from a high-end
camera without any post-processing. However, there is still
a demand for increasing the resolution of images obtained
using the current technology in certain applications such as
medical imaging, satellite imaging, computer vision [3]. In
some applications, it is infeasible to install high-end cameras
(e.g. cell phones, surveillance cameras). Hence, increasing the
resolution of an LR image is quite an active area of research.

Bicubic interpolation is frequently used to increase the
number of pixels in an image. However, it (or even sinc
interpolation) cannot recover original high frequency details
of the scene if the scene is not sampled at a rate higher
than the Nyquist frequency. It is a common experience that
images resized by interpolation appear smoothed out. Hence,
an approach that recovers the “true” HR image details from its
LR version(s) is essential. For this project, we have considered
this problem when only a single LR image is available.

There is a great variety in the methods proposed in literature
for super-resolution. However, the underlying model relating
the HR and LR image is pretty standard. IfX is the original
HR image andY is the LR image that we start off with, then
the observation model is:

Y = DBX + n, (1)

where the matricesB andD represent blurring and downsam-
pling respectively, andn is the noise in the generation ofY

from X.

II. SUPER-RESOLUTION BY SPARSE REPRESENTATION

A. Description of the method

This approach falls under the category of machine learning
approaches. A machine learning approach attempts to capture
the relationship between LR patches and their HR versions
from training data. One particular way of capturing this
relationship [1] is to form two dictionaries such that if a
(vectorized) LR patch has some representation in one of the
dictionaries (call itDl), its HR version may be recovered
via the same representation in the other dictionary (Dh).
Since typically there are several HR patches that result in
the same LR patch after blurring and downsampling, some
kind of regularization is frequently employed to restrict the
solution space. If the dictionariesDl andDh are constructed
so that it is highly likely that any given LR patch has a
sparse representation inDl, then l1-regularization (which is
the commonly used heuristic for sparsity) can be employed to
good effect.

So, expressing in mathematical notation, we seekα that
minimizes

||Dlα− y||22 + λ||α||1 (2)

where y is the vectorized LR patch whose HR version is
desired. The HR version ofy can then be obtained asDhα

(reshaped into the shape of the patch). We used LR patches
of size 3-by-3.

A few modifications to the above approach can be made.
We subtract the mean from patches while trainingDl andDh,
so that in the objective of the optimization problem we use
y−y in place ofy, wherey is the mean ofy, and we construct
the HR patch asDhα+ y. This increases the effectiveness of
the dictionaries since 2 LR patches with different mean but
same pattern of pixel values can be equally well represented.
Another modification suggested in [1] (which we have not
used, based on our initial experimentation) is that insteadof
the raw LR patch, some features which could be expected to
increase the prediction accuracy can be used e.g. gradients.

Also, instead of considering adjacent patches, one can also
consider overlapping patches and enforcing consistency inthe
overlapped area by including a term of the form||PDhα−w||22
in the objective, whereP extracts the overlapping region
between the current desired HR patch and the HR image



constructed so far, andw is the vector of values of the HR
image constructed so far in the overlapping region.

We have used a suggestion from [1], which is to upresolve
the given image by a factor of 2 using bicubic interpolation and
use this image as the LR image. This is of course done both
while training dictionaries and while using the dictionaries to
upresolve a given image.

The training data (LR-HR patch pairs) usually used in
machine-learning techniques for super-resolution is of the
order of∼100,000 patches. The problem of obtaining compact
dictionaries from the training data that ensure sparse repre-
sentation is itself a biconvex optimization problem, described
in section II-B. While it was impossible to solve such a big
problem on our personal laptops using generic solvers, we
also found that specialized solvers required a large training
data to start with, in order to be able to construct compact
dictionaries which ensure sparse representation (Otherwise,
we got warnings like ”Singular Matrix”). For example, the
specialized solvers methods required about a hundred times
more patches than the desired dictionary size. Since we did not
have large training data, we constructed dictionaries using raw
patch pairs from a few example image pairs. The dictionaries
so constructed were of size∼12000, which gave quite good
results. (The authors in [1] have obtained dictionaries of size
∼1000 from 100,000 training patches.)

In rare cases, a HR patch was found to be erroneously con-
structed. After seeing this in the resulting image, we performed
a check after each patch was constructed if it differed too much
from the bicubic version of the same size. If so, we replaced
the former with the latter. To give an example to show that
this was indeed a rare occurrence, while upresolving a image
of dimensions 241-by-161, 2 3-by-3 patches were erroneously
constructed.

B. Learning the dictionaries

Given the training dataY l = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} andXh =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} (columns containing LR and HR patches
respectively), we would like to find dictionariesDl andDh

of a certain size so thatY l = DlZ andXh = DhZ where
Z is sparse. Note that we are using the sameZ in both the
expressions since we obtain HR patches using the fact that
the LR and HR patches in a patch pair have the same sparse
representation inDl andDh respectively.

min
Dh,Dl,Z

1

N
||Xh −DhZ||22 +

1

M
||Y l −DlZ||22

+λ(
1

N
+

1

M
)||Z||1

(3)

whereN andM are the dimensions of the HR and LR patches
in vector form.

This problem is not convex in{Dh, Dl, Z}, but it is convex
in {Dh, Dl} for a fixedZ, and convex inZ for fixed{Dh, Dl}.
This is refereed to as a biconvex optimization problem and
can be solved iteratively, alternating between the two convex
optimization problems contained in it.

Fig. 1. (a) Each low resolution pixel in each LR image,Lj impose linear
constraints on the unknown HR image, H pixels within the support of the blur
kernel. (b) Similar patches extracted from the input LR image(same scale)
can be thought of as being extracted from multiple LR images, thus imposing
linear constraints on HR pixels[2] .

III. SUPER-RESOLUTION FROM A SINGLE IMAGE:
EXPLOITING PATCH REDUNDANCY

We follow the basic approach as described in [2] for obtain-
ing a higher resolution image from asingle lower resolution
image.

A. Introduction

As described earlier, if the scene is not sampled at a rate
higher than Nyquist frequency, then high frequency detailsare
lost and cannot be recovered from individual single images.

Most of the super resolution approaches presented in liter-
ature can be classified as

1) Classical multi-image based super resolution:Classical
multi-image super resolution refers to obtaining a higher res-
olution image of a scene from a sequence of lower resolution
images(at sub-pixel misalignments) of the same scene. Each
low resolution image places a set of linear constraints on the
pixels of required HR image leading to a determined linear
set of equations with HR pixels as variables as described in
Fig. 1(a).

That is, provided a set of LR images{L1, L2, ..., Ln}
of a scene with sub-pixel misalignments, these images can
be used to recover a higher resolution image of the scene.
Mathematically, each of the LR image{Lj}

n
j=1 is assumed to

satisfy

Lj = (H ∗Bj) ↓sj (4)

where ↓ denotes subsampling operation,sj is scale re-
duction or downsampling factor between H andLj , andBj

denotes blur kernel which depends onsj . Thus, each pixel p
= (x,y) in each of the LR images induces a linear constraint
on pixels of the HR within the support of the blur kernel.

Lj(p) = (H ∗Bj)(q) =
∑

qi∈support(Bj)

H(qi)Bj(qi − q) (5)

Here,H(qi) represents unknown HR pixels. IfenoughLR
images are available at subpixel shifts, then constraints on HR
pixels exceed number of pixels in HR resulting in a determined
system.

However, this approach is numerically limited to small
increase in resolution[4]. The limitations of this approach



can be overcome using example-based approach which was
introduced by [5], [6] and [7].

2) Example-based super resolution:Example based super-
resolution refers to learning LR/HR patch correspondence
from known LR/HR image pairs in a database, which provides
a good prior on the predicted HR patch for a given LR patch.
This technique is not guaranteed to recover the actual high
frequency details and may lead to ‘hallucination’.

B. The unified framework

In this project, we follow the basic idea of a unified
framework which combines the above two approaches as
described in [2]. When only a single image is available, one
can exploit the fact that local visual content tends to repeat
itself with in and across the scales of the image. This fact has
been statistically verified onBerkeley Segmentation Database
in the paper. After converting an image to grayscale, it was
found that more than 90% of the patches(5x5) in an image
have more than 9 or more similar patches with in the same
scale. Also, more than 80% of the input patches have 9 or more
similar patches in.41 = 1.25−4 of the input scale, and 70%
of them have 9 or more similar patches in.26 = 1.25−6 of
the input scale[2]. The patches were compared after removing
their DC content.

Reccurance of patches with in the same scale at subpixel
misalignments provides the basis for applying classical-SR
and recurrence of patches across scales provides the basis for
applying example-based SR.

1) Classical SR-Employing in-scale patch redundancy:
When only a single image is available, applying constraints of
the form (5) leads to underdetermined set of linear equations.
However, the image has sufficient patch(5x5) redundancy with
possible subpixel shifts. These similar patches can be thought
of as being derived from a set of LR(possibly sub-pixel shifted)
images, providing additional constraints on the HR pixels.This
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The strategy can be described as:

• At each pixel in the given LR image, consider a 5x5 patch
and search for k(=9 or more) similar patches(5x5) in the
same scale.

• Compute sub-pixel alignment of the found patches with
the query patch.

• Place constraints on the corresponding HR pixels using
subpixel alignment information and (5).

• Solve a weighted least square problem to obtain HR pixel
values. Each constraint of the form (5) is scaled by the
patch similarity.

One should note that the quality of HR image obtained by
this process depends on the accuracy of subpixel alignment.
Also, for some patches we may not find sufficient matching
patches. The above method applies classical-SR using in-scale
patch redundancy. Now we will see how we can use cross scale
patch redundancy to apply example-based SR technique.

2) Example based SR-Employing cross-scale patch redun-
dancy: Limitations of classical-SR can be overcome using
example-based SR. In example based SR, correspondence
between HR/LR patches is learned from a database of LR/HR

Fig. 2. Unified framework for classical and example based SR[2]. Refer to
section-III-B2 for details.

image pairs. A new LR image can be resolved at higher scale
by using the LR/HR correspondence learned. However, since
enough patch repetitions occur across scales of an image, we
can use different scales of the given input LR image to learn
HR/LR patch correspondence without any external database.

Let I0, I1, ..., In(purple images in Fig. (2)) be a cascade of
unknown images of increasing resolution, withI0 = L(input
LR image) andIn = H(required higher resolution image).
Also, letB0, B1, ..., Bn denote a cascade of blur kernels with
Bn = B andB0 = δ. Then

L = (Il ∗Bl) ↓sl (6)

holds for eachl=1,..,n, withsl denoting the scaling factor
betweenL and Il. The support of the blur kernel increases
with sl.

In the present implementation, the scaling factorsl is taken
as sl = αl where α is fixed. With this sl, the following
constraints also hold for eachl = 1, ..., n

Il = (H ∗Bn−l) ↓sn−l
(7)

Using uniform scale factor ensures that if two images are
separated bym levels, sayIl and Il+m, then they will be
related by same blur kernelBm regardless ofl.
Now, given input LR image,L, we can construct a cascade
of lower resolution imagesI−1, I−2, ..., I−n from L asI−l =
(L ∗ Bl) ↓sl for l = 1, 2, ..., n. Unlike I1, ..., In, the cascade
of lower resolution images,I−1, ..., I−n is known.

Now we describe how to make use of patch redundancy
across scale. LetPl(p) denotes a patch at pixelp in imageIl.
In order to learn HR/LR patch correspondence, we can make
use of cascade of lower resolution images,I−1, ..., I−n. For
any pixelp in L = I0 and its neighboring patchP0(p), similar
patches are searched in the low-resolution cascade. LetP−l(p̃)
be a similar patch found inI−l. Then the corresponding



high-resolution patchQ0(sl.p̃) in I0 for low-resolution patch
P−l(p̃) provides a prior for predicted HR patchQl(sl.p) for
LR patchP0(p). This process can be summarized as (Fig. (2)):

• For a patchP0(p) in I0, find(k=9 or more) nearest
neighbor(NN) patches inI−l. Let P−l(p̃) denotes a NN
patch found.

• Extract HR patchQ0(sl.p̃) from I0 corresponding to LR
patchP−l(p̃).

• Predict the HR patchQl(sl.p) in Il corresponding to
LR patchP0(p) with confidence governed by similarity
betweenP0(p) andP−l(p̃).

3) Combining Classical and Example-based constraints:
We have already seen the constraints imposed by classical-SR
method(section III-B1) on pixel values of the required high
resolution image,H = In. Now, we also place constraints at
pixel values of each image in cascade{Il}

n
l=1 of exactly same

form as (5) by repeating the process described in section III-B2
at each pixel inL = I0. Again, these constraints are scaled
by the patch similarity.

Moreover, the required HR imageH = In must satisfy
Il = (H ∗ Bn−l) ↓sn−l

(7) for l = 1, 2, ..., n. In general, for
eachl = 1, 2, .., n, we must haveIl = (Il+m ∗ Bm) ↓sm for
m = 0, 1, .., n− l.

Thus, we see that we have weighted constraints at the
unknown pixels of the images in the higher resolution cascade
{Il}

n
l=1 and we solve weighted least square problem(convex

optimization problem). This might be difficult to solve exactly
in a reasonable time due to huge number of unknowns and
constraints involved.

4) Solving Coarse to Fine:Instead of solving for the
required HR image,H in one go, the solution is obtained
gradually by solving for eachIl starting froml = 1 till we
reachl = n to obtain the desired resolution image,H. Also,
when solving forIl+1, we treat the newly recovered images
I1, ..., Il−1 as if they were given input single images asI0 and
place the constraints onIl+1 using all of them.

5) Ensuring consistency with the original LR image,L:
Iterated Back Projection:When a new imageIl is recovered,
it is blurred with Bl and downsampled bysl. Let f denote
this image.

f = (Il ∗Bl) ↓sl (8)

We expectf to be same asL. Hence, we calculate the
error imagee(0) = f (0) −L. The errore(n) at nth iteration is
backprojected ontof (n−1) as

e(n) = f (n) − L (9)

f (n) = f (n−1) − η(e(n) ∗Bl) ↑sl (10)

whereη is learning rate(≈ 0.1). The above iterated back-
projection scheme ensures that eachIl recovered is consistent
with original image,I0 = L.

6) Implementation details:The paper[2] does not very
clearly describe the fine details of the basic methodology.
Hence, we developed the complete algorithm and tuned the
involved parameters using heuristics, working out mathemati-
cal details and experimentation.

The algorithm works only for increase in resolution by
integer factors (i.e.α=integer(typically 2 or 3)). This may
compromise on the accuracy of the results as compared to
those in paper asα = 1.25 used in paper gives more finer and
numerically stable solution due to more intermediate levels
I1, ..., In in the image cascade.

As we have seen, the weights of the weighted least square
problem are governed by the similarity of the patches found
with the query patch. Essentially, while looking for patches
most similar to the query patch, we use Approximate Nearest
Neighbor search[8] based on gaussian weighted euclidean
distance. The nearest neighbor search is performed with DC
(average of pixel values) removed. Letq(5x5 patch with mean
subtracted) denotes query patch ands(5x5 patch with mean
subtracted) denotes a patch in search space, then similarity
distance betweens andq is given as

dsimilarity =
∑

x,y

exp(−
x2 + y2

2γ2
)(q(x, y)− s(x, y))2 (11)

where we tookγ=variance of the related blur kernel which
depends on the scale we are searching patch in. The corre-
sponding weights used for scaling the constraints placed by
the similar patches are taken to beexp(−dsimilarity

σ2 ) for some
constantσ. The σ was experimentally varied for each input
image,L. Typically we foundσ in range 3-11 to give good
results.The most important factor for governing quality of
results is perhaps thisσ value. For each query patch, you may
use adaptiveσ as a function of patch variance etc. However,
keeping σ=constant(between 3 to 11) provides quite good
results. Insight intoσ value: For the present implementation,
σ decides on the relative effects of classical and example
based resolution constraints. Higherσ value may give more
effect of example based technique which may smooth out
some details. If you have efficient subpixel alignment tool and
enough similar patches are found, then use that for subpixel
alignment and you can try adjustingσ to have more effect
of classical SR constraints. In summary, try varyingσ value
according to input image in range 3 to 11. You will observe
which value ofσ works the best.

The blur kernelsBl are assumed to be Gaussian point spread
functions. The variances of the blur kernels are thus related as
var(Bl+m) = m.var(Bl).

In our initial implementation, we attempted to solve the
weighted least square problem described in previous sections
in exact form using convex optimization solvers (cvx and
TOMLAB). It took a very long time(in hours) even for a small
sized image(eg. 64x64) due to huge number of variables and
constraints involved.

In order to obtain the solution much faster, we solved the
weighted least square problem iteratively. Let us assume that



we have recoveredI1, ..., Il and now we are solving forIl+1

(section-III-B4). Once we have collected all the constraints
placed at the pixel values ofIl+1 (section (III-B3), we can
write the weighted least square problem as

Îl+1 = min
H̃

1

2
(B̃H̃ − L̃)TW (B̃H̃ − L̃) (12)

whereH̃ is a column vector representing unknown pixels
of Il+1, B̃ is matrix with row corresponding to blur kernels of
respective scales while collecting constraints,L̃ is a column
vector representing constraints induced by similar patches and
W is a diagonal matrix representing corresponding weights
for the constraints.

Using steepest descent algorithm for the above convex
optimization problem, we can write iterative update equation

H̃H(n+1) = H(n) − λG(n+1) (13)

whereλ is some small constant(≈ 0.1) and gradient,G(n+1)

is given as

G(n+1) = W (B̃H̃(n) − L̃) (14)

For initialization we useH̃(0)=bicubic interpolated version
of Il.

For subpixel alignment of patches when placing constraints
with classical SR, an efficient DFT registration matlab pro-
gram was used. This matlab program was already available
on the web. Although, due to huge problem size, subpixel
alignment of each query patch at each pixel with each of
the similar patches(9 or more) consumes a lot of time. We
found that the results don’t compromise much if we don’t use
subpixel alignment. This is because much of the improvement
comes from example-based method. Hence, we can simply
assume zero sub pixel shifts between the query patch and
similar patches.

Colored images are first converted fromRGB to Y IQ. The
super resolution is applied to onlyY component. SinceI and
Q are characterized by low frequency information, we simply
interpolate them using bicubic kernel.

Now we summarize the whole algorithm we implemented
to obtain desired resolution image,H given a single low
resolution imageL.

Complete Algorithm
for l = 1 to n{

for m = 0 to l − 1{
- Place classical SR constraints onIl usingIm.
- Place example based SR constraints onIl using Im.(This
includes constraints of formIk = (Il ∗ Bl−k) ↓sl−k

for
k = 0 to m)
}
- Solve weighted least square problem iteratively to obtainIl.
- Perform iterated back projection to ensure
I0 = L = (Il ∗Bl) ↓sl
}

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF”PATCH REDUNDANCY ALGORITHM”

Input Image size Scale factor Time(secs)
128x128 4x 196.2
266x200 4x 781.5
208x320 4x 1161.1

Fig. 5. Old Man image, upresolved by 4 using bicubic interpolation

IV. RESULTS

Since it has been observed that frequently used metrics such
as Mean Square Error (MSE) do not reflect the performance
of super-resolution techniques1, we instead provide typical
visual examples as an indication of the performance.

Figures 3 and 4 provide snippets of the results that we
got. It can be seen that the two approaches definitely perform
better than the traditional interpolation methods, and come
quite close to the results from [2]. We will now consider some
full-image examples that will bring out the performance details
of the two methods. Since these images are downsampled to
fit one column in this paper, please refer to the attached zip
file which contains full-resolution versions of these, so that
details can be visible on zooming in.

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the “Old Man” image
upresolved by 4 using bicubic interpolation, sparse reconstruc-
tion approach, patch redundancy approach and the result from
[2]. The result from patch redundancy approach looks sharper,
however it has created artifical sharpness which can be seen
if closely observed, especially on the forehead.

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the “Girl” image upre-
solved by 3 using bicubic interpolation, sparse reconstruction
approach, patch redundancy approach and the result from [2].

1Some super-resolution methods get a higher MSE than bicubic interpola-
tion, though they produce sharper and clearer images.



Fig. 3. Section of chip image, upresolved by 4; nearest-neighbor, bicubic, sparse reconstruction, patch redundancy approach, result from [2]

Fig. 4. Section of men image, upresolved by 4; nearest-neighbor, bicubic, sparse reconstruction, patch redundancy approach, result from [2]

Fig. 6. Old Man image, upresolved by 4 using sparse reconstruction approach

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the “Baby” image upre-
solved by 4 using bicubic interpolation, sparse reconstruction
approach, patch redundancy approach and the result from [2].
The patch outlines are quite clearly visible at the boundaryof
the face for the sparse reconstruction approach.

V. CONCLUSION

Both of the approaches have their own advantages and
limitations which we outline in this section.

The sparse reconstruction approach requires a large training
data from which compact sparsity-inducing dictionaries can

Fig. 7. Old Man image, upresolved by 4 using patch redundancy

be constructed. However, we found that a few thousand raw
patch-pairs used as dictionaries worked quite well. This ap-
proach is quite robust in the values of the parameters; we found
that even a change in the order of magnitude of parameter
values didn’t have much effect on the final image. Surprisingly,
blocking artifacts (patch outlines) are observed in very few
places though we are considering adjacent patches. The results
might be better if we use overlapping patches, and enforce
consistency in the overlapping region. Another limitationof
this method is that we require different dictionary-pairs if we
want to super-resolve using a different factor. The run-time of



Fig. 8. Old Man image, upresolved by 4, result from [2]

Fig. 9. Girl image, upresolved by 3 using bicubic interpolation

this approach was quite high, given that we were using CVX
to solve thel1-regularized least squares problem. There exist
some solvers specialized for this problem (we were having
some trouble with them) which are orders of magnitude faster.

The second approach provides better results overall as
compared to the first approach. However, it is very sensitive
to small changes in parameter values. For the results that we

Fig. 10. Girl image, upresolved by 3 using sparse reconstruction approach

Fig. 11. Girl image, upresolved by 3 using patch redundancy

have provided, we manually adjusted the parameters for every
image. We are working on getting a general rule of thumb
for choosing these values for a given image, maybe based
on what type of image it is. We also found that this method
sometimes creates false sharpness (artifacts) in images which



Fig. 12. Girl image, upresolved by 3, result from [2]

Fig. 13. Baby image, upresolved by 4 using bicubic interpolation

becomes visible as we zoom in. To super-resolve an image by
a big factor, this method works best if we super-resolve the
image incrementally in small steps rather than taking one big
direct step. The way we have implemented this method right
now, it doesn’t handle non-integer factors, though this is just a
matter of additional straightforward implementation to handle
non-integer factors.
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